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Gov't Treasurer
Lists '70 Finances
_ By Thomas Faranda
Student
Government

Treasurer Joseph Collins gave
the year's first rinancial report
to the Legislature. last Thursday
noting appropriations and
expenditures.
As of this moment the Student
Government has received $40,000
in student activities fees. which
the University administration
collected this year by tacking the
$25 fee on the studenfs tuition
bill.
The government is scheduled
to receive the remainder o( the
fees from the administration on
February l. This should amount
to between $10.000aOO $14,000.
The projected spending

program of the government as
approved by the Student
Legislature in September is as
follows:
Clubs. . . . . . . .
$13.500
FFP&R
$12,000
Student Services. . . . .$7.300
Community Action . . . . . $7.000
Social Affairs. . .
. .$6.000
Gov't. Operations.
. .. $4,200
lSO,llOO
Also. the first $3.000 in
activities fees collected above
the original $50.000 budgeted .....ill
go to the FFP&R.
At the beginning of the
semester there was $42.439 in the
treasury. $22.738 has since been
expended. leaving $19,700 in the
treasury.
Expenditures in the different
areas are:
Clubs. . . .
. . . $3,117
FFP&R. . .
. .$7,&IYl
Student Services.
.$2,900
Community Service
$3.488
Social Committee
$5.050
Gov'l. Operations. . . . . .$4n
TbuS-f-ar this year seven clubs
and student organizations have
made requests to the Student
Legislature and have had money
appropriated to them.
Only three of these
organizations have actually

$47.
Foor other organizations have
been allocated money. but they
have yet to use it. The Youth
Interracial Club was granted
$1.000. the Football Club. S2,200,
the Ski Club $1.300, and the
literary magazine Frontiers
received $1,200.

This leaves only $3.400 left that
can be given to campus
organizations.
The "Free Press" has proven
to be the biggest item in the
budget. as more than one-third
of Student Government
expenditures have been in its
area.
Most of the funds spent in the
area of Student Services have
been for two items; bus service
for various events. and the Jane
Fonda lecture which cost $1500.

$3.000 of the money spent by
the Community Service
Committee has been for a van
which will be used by the YIC
and several other campus
organizations for service in the
neighborinJl: communities.
While more than $5,000 has
been given to the Social Affairs
Committee, most of this has yet
to be spent. Social Affairs
Chairman William Tierney is
responsible for this money.
According to Student
Government President Dennis
Gallegher. Government
Operations expenses have been
higher than originally planned.
due- to the replacement of two
much-needed typewriters and an
adding machine which
"mysteriously"
disappeared
from the government office last
year.
In a short interview Mr.
Gallegher stated that "Student
Government finances are in
much better condition right now
than I had previously expected
them lObe'"

we're getting bills from last year
and the year before. but when I
leave office all our bills will be
paid."
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------Publication Elects New Board
Names Gallagher to Top Post
By Tom Kalu:r.yaski

Dennis Gallagher.
'72
president of the student
government. has been elected to
the position of editor-in-ehief of
the Fairfield Free Press &
Review for the upcoming term
beginning in January. it was
reported last week.
Other editorial board
members elected include;
Robert Sheridan '73. editorial
manager. Susan Black '74. news
editor. Frank Grealy '74,
managing editor. and Kevin
McAuliffe '70 and Tom Wagner
'74, associate editors.
Kevin McAuliHe, presently
editorial manager of the
publication, is the only returning
editor of the newly elected
board. Mr. Gallagher and Tom
Wagner are newcomers to the
FFP&R while the remaining
four editors have served as staff
reporters.
Mr. Gallagher. commenting on
his election. expressed surprise
at being asked to serve as editorin-ehief of the publication and
noted that since he is a
newcomer to the staff he will
accept the position only"If there
are no objections from the new
editors and subeditors."
The president of the student
government also noted that he
.....ould not assume the new post
until his present term as
president ends. following student
government elections which will
be held at the beginning of the
second semester.
Mr. Gallagher further
commented
that
the

President Submits Letter
to National OEO Director
The president of the university
has written a letter to the
national director of the poverty
program urging greater
participation by the national
government in fighting poverty.
Speaking as the president of
the Connecticut Association of
Community Action Agencies, Fr.
Melnnes has indicated to Mr.
Donald Rumsfeld. director of the
Office of Economic Opportunity.
that private contributions to the
poverty program "are negligible
to the point of being piddling."
He further pointed out that state
and city contributions "are
hardly on the substantial side."
He criticized the use of long
term bonds to finance programs
because "it only postpones for 20
years the payment for services
urgently needed in the present
and which may well be urgently
needed in the future."
He suggested to the OEO
director that savings in defense
might well be diverted to
poverty programs in the cities.
"The C-5A Cargo plane. for
example, was originally bid at 53
billion but is running S2 billion
more - or approximately the
entire cost of the OEO program
in 1969."
"We respectfully propose that
OEO take the initiative in urging

•
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expended parts oJ their
appropriations. The Hockey Club
was given $1650 and has used it
all. WVOF received $2500 and
spent $1500. while the Draft
Information Center has
appropriated $250 and has spent

Justices Deny
·
.
Fros h InJunctIon ourHe problems
wen' on 10 say that "one or
has been that
With a unanimous &-0 vote. the
Student Court defeated. early
this week, freshman Vincent
DeAngelo's bid to obtain an
injunction to stop Student
Government funding of Free
Press and Review.
DeAngelo brought the case to
court last week. claiming that
the lame duck session at which
the $12.000 subscription fee was
allocated was unconstitutional.
In their statement. the five
justices stated that the meeting
was a legal assembly. and that it
was Within the body's power to
allocatc funds ac(.'Ordinl( to
i\rticle tl. Scction 2.13 of the
Student
Government
Constitution.
They also decided that the
legislature was aware of the
nature of the organization that it
was sponsoring, and thus a
wrillen.
pre-approved
constitution was not necessary
for this group.
DeAngelo's claim that such a
matter should not have been
handled by the lame duck session
because freshman were not
represented was dealt with in the
decision as well. The court
decided that "the freshmen,
although comprising one-third of
the number or students. do not
comprise one-third of the
legislature...
Finally, the court said that
··the corporate status of the Free
Press and Revies is not of Prime
concern in this hearing."
The case was head by Tom
Sweeney, chief justice. and
Associate Justices Michael
Gallagher, Richard Hayes.
Francis Harkins and Frank
Travisano.

THE

that any saVings made possible
by the work or this Commission
(to reverse the trend of
Pentagon spending). and by
reforms
in
Pentagon
procurement policy. be
earmarked ror the war on
poverty...
He pointed out further that
while the community action
agencies should not be master
planners for all social programs
in a city, they should be a
catalytic agent, planner and
coordinator, "The doctrine of
socio-economic isolationism of
the poor is perhaps more
hazardous than the doctrine of
political isolationism in foreign
policy," he said.
He stated that the 14 member
agencies of the Connecticut
Association favored creation of a
National Advisory Committee
composed of Community Action
Agency directors and OEO
officials to work together "in
policy formulation and program
development. ,.
In conclusion he noted that the
Department of Agriculture spent
$5.4 billion for the interests of
5% of our population - the
farmers, while OEO spent only
$1.9 billion for 17% of the
population - the poor.

Government
Operations
Committee has been instructed
to formulate possible conflict of
interest legislation concerning
the president. treasurer and
justices holding high office in
other campus organizations.
Editors leaving positions next
semester include present editorin-chief Robert Burgess.
associate
editor
Paul
Cunningham. an editorial
assistant Tom Dunn and
associate editor John Leddy who
had resigned earlier in the year.

Deaall Gailagber

State Budgets Funds
For Student Studies
Grants ranging from $50 to
$300 will soon be available to fulltime undergraduates who .....ish
to work on independent research
projects. it .....as announced by
Dr. John A. Barone. univerSity
provost. last Friday.
The Pro\'Osl reported that
approximately $1.250 has been
budgeted to the Univeosity by the
Conneclicut
Research
Commission for use dUring the
second semester and the
summer months.
Committee
for
A
Undergraduate
Research.
comprised of students from the
various disciplines. is presently
being formed and it will make
the a .....ards.
Late Start
Because of the late start this
year. Dr. Barone mentioned that
the first committee members
\\'ill
be
selected
on
recommendation of department
chairmen. In addilion to
a .....arding the grants. the group is
also scheduled to recommend a
procedure for future committees
of this type. he said.

The object of the program is to
acquaint students with research
procedures and management of
research procedur~s and
management of research funds
and to encourage research by
undergraduates.
Dr. Barone explained that an
assignment on a specific topic
for an ordinary class probably
would not be eligible for funding.
Work done in conjunction with a
class or an independent project
done in fulfillment of class work
may be acceptable.

procedures followed. results
obtained. and summarize how
the money was spen!.
Not Limited to Sciences
Tne Provost stated that this
program was "unique" m that it
onered students Independence m
both the research and granting
processes. "This represents an
ad\'ance in student responslbillt~'
and independence in their own
learmng process." he added.
Dr. Barone also emphasized
that the grants are not restricted
to the ptiysical and social
sciences. noting that students In
the humamtles are eligih!~
Each application will be
screened and a decision made b\'
the committee with the
assistance of a facult~' ad\'isor
from the Ileid in which the
student wishes to work.
Application forms can be
obtained Immediately from the
provost's ornce in Canisus 10'1.
The committee will be formed
and operative in time so that
applications will be accepted
through January 31.
Dr. Frederick Lisman.
assistant prolessor of chemistry.
will assist Dr. Barone as the
assistant liasons officer between
the committee and the research
commission.

••••••••••••••••

:Coughlin Alters:
•
•
: Holiday Recess:

•

•

• Several
weeks
01.
.speculation and debate were.
.ended Mondav as Fr. James.
.P. Coughlin' announced an •
He cited Chemistry 198- .extenlion of the combined •
Research and Seminar as the :Christmas. semester recess. :
type of course which would
qualify as well as research •
Fr. Coughlin said. "On the.
unrelated to any class.
• recommendation of the.
• Administrative Board. we·
• will go with January 18 as the :
Faculty Advisors
Each student who applies must • first day of the second.
find a faculty member who will : semester. The rest or the.
•
act as an advisor for his project. • calendar will stand."
There are four obligations to be •
Although there were mixed •
fulfilled by an applicant; to .opinlons
on
tht'·
devise an orderly procedur~ for • Administrative Board on the :
carrying out the research; to • change. Fr. Coughlin said.
determine the availability of • that enough people showed •
facilities needed for carrying out : intErE'st . in the revision to.
the research: to submit a • warrant It
•
\\Titten report when the project
is finished which will ouUine

•••••••••••••••••
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Alumni Honor 13 for Service
to Grad School of Education
Thirteen administrators and
faculty members of Fairfield
University's Graduate SChool of
Education were honored for
their distinguished service to the
program at the Graduate Alumni
association's annual banquet last
night which celebrated the
school's 20th anniversary.
The Rev. William E.
FiUgerald, S.J., former dean of
the university and first director
of the graduate program,
recounted the early days of the
graduate school and discussed
the enduring values of our
society in a brief address to the
more than ISO alumni. faculty
and friends gathered last
evening at the Campus Center
Oak Room.
Rogalln Portrait Unveiled
The affair was highlighted by
the unveiling of a portrait of the
late Maurice E. Rogalin, who
was instrumental in the founding
of the graduate school and a
member of the original faculty.
The Rev. T. Everitt McPeake,
S.J., moderator of the alumni
association, presented the
commemorative gift from the
Dr. Rogalin Memorial Fund.
which was painted by Alex Ross
or Ridgefield. a member of the
university's board of trustees.
In his Informal address,
Father Fitzgerald described the
graduate school"s beginnings as
and his dealings with the then
president, the Rev. James H.
Dolan. S.J .. Dr. Thomas Quirk
and Dr. RogaHn. The former
dean lauded Dr. Rogalin as a
"man of all seasons" who
exhibited high degree of wisdom.
human understanding, and
courtly refinement.
Turning to the educational
scene today, Father Fitzgerald
questioned
just
what
developments in our society

~:l'~

would have relevance for future
generations. He recalled that it
took more than 200 years for
society to recognize the
significance of Columbus's
discovery of America.
He asked whether this analogy
might be applicable to the
contemporary scene where
man's first steps on the moon
were quickly overlooked in favor
of local and national concerns
such as the Vietnam war and
campus unrest.
Service A wards
The Rev. William C. Mcinnes.
S.J., president of Fairfield
University,
presented
distinguished service awards to
the Rev. William Fitzgerald:
Father McPeake. the first
chairman of the department,
dean of the graduate school from
1963-67 and now a member of the
faculty: the Rev. Joseph D.
Fitzgerald, S.J.. university
president from 1952·58; the Rev.
Laurence Longguth. S.L dean in
1951·52; the Rev. William Healy.
S.J .. dean of the university from
1953-62: the Rev. James H.
Coughlin, S.J., the university's
academic vice president who
was chairman of the graduate
department from 1955-63: and
the Rev. Charles Duffy. S.J" the
first full-time registrar of the
graduate school who has been
associated with the program
since 1950.
Also cited were Chester Stuart
and James P. Vail, [ull-time
faculty members who have been
with the school since its
inception: Rosemary McHenry,
a lecturer from 1951 - 63; Dr.
Edward Ricciuti. lecturer from
1950 - 67: Leo Rosenthal. a
member of the audio . visual
department .....ho has been with
the school since 1950; and Dr.
Robert F. Pill, the current dean

who was the registrar from 195(1·
64.
Miss Florence Evans. one of
the first four graduates of lhe
school in 1951, was also
presented a special gift by Dr.
Pitt, who served as toastmaster
for the affair.
Alumni Officers
At a business meeting of the
alumni association that (ollowed
the dinner, Mr. Rosenthal was
elected president for the coming
year. succeeding Mrs. John
Gleason.
Other officers are Dr. William
Garrity. vice - president, and
Peter Fardelia, se<:retary. Reelected to the board o[ directors
were Irene Buden and Alice Vail,
while Fred Lorensen and Robert
Marconi were selected for lheir
firsllerms.
They will join Jean Kaminski,
Elphine Conklin, Bonnie Gleason
and Claire May, .....ho served as
chairman for the dinners, as
members who are holdover
members of the board.

t1TI,lmtT'Yfl·tl·tl·ta;

Campus Calendar
Dec. II aDd 1%
"Easy Rider" Gonzaga. 7:30
p.m. 75 cents.

Dec. 16
Communily Forum.
Room. 3:30 p.m.

Oak

Dec. 18 and 19
"Bob, Ted, Carol, and Alice"
Gonzaga. No admission.
Dec. %%
··The Red and White Ball" Oak
Room.

------------

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

On Columbia Records and Tapes.

Rlki TikI 'tavi/Clara ClaIrvoyant
Changes ISeason or iarewell
Celtle Rock

MILES DAVIS
AT FILLMORE
INCLUDING,
WEDNESDAY MILES/THURSDAY MILES
FRIDAY MILES/SATURDAY MILES

3 99
SANTANA/ABRAXAS

BOB mAIl

"NEW MORNING"
INCLUOlNG:
W91lTO S£ETHEGVPSV

Christmas
and the beads
ofsweat

o.r.VOf fH£ LOCUSTS Ir OOCS RUN FREE
IF NOT FOR 'IOU SIGN ONTHEWlNOOW

L1uraNyro

3 99

KC 30259/CR 30259
CT 302S9/CA 30259

The Bynls
(Untitled}
"",lud;ng

IN, 'Iambc:>uMe

M",I>tI,'.Ooo.UltlhUl'
FJ Nleoy..

More pulsating Latin .hylhn.s fus.ed
w'th ttle soul of rock '" th,s. their
second Illbum.
99
KC 3O1l0

3

The New York Rock Ensemble
RollOver
lNCWDlN(;

RUNNIIoIG DONN7'H£ HIGHWAY

~ADfT1(JNALORD£RIFIUD5 (Y JUt'

_

Eoghl Mile. i'¥ .luI! A

. ""_,..,'

mACk MAlP"Yobman CYllO',Q..-n
/lope You'... reeliOl¥ Be"e.
lneidon' .... NMr.at>u.

s-oon

lX)N7' WA/rrooWNGfI;RAV£O/Cr;ER

t""", Of n..l\oyou CMol..... _ .

S 1~

AI KOOj)C!<'s"ew album is full up with
new ,nd old tunes. 'II clone in his

own inimitabl. style. Listen to
"Br.ncl New Day." tl'1e m.in therne
of the movie The Lfndlord. C 30031'

399

This blockbuster spe<:illily priced
two-rKQf(f set contllins one album
of studio rKQf(finll and Tbe Byrds'
first live Illbum.
G 30127'.

399

The New York Rock Ensemble hn
c:h,nged their sound. aM
you'll h_ to heu it to belie'Ye it.

rutl)'

C lOOn'

2

99

This uny qu.,tet onee .I,in j.lbs
the ntablishrnent, focusing on MoreSCience HIIh-definitely theIr finest
llbum eYer".
C 30102

2 99

The RECORD HUNTER

A specilllly priced two-rKOrd

set

containing 32 Mle-ctions by the "Em·
press of the BluK.." Bessie's record·
ings of 1923. 1924. 1929 and 1930.

3 99

G 30126

WESTPOR
Next to the "REMARKABLE BOOK SHOP"
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'Post' Letter Writers, Editorial,
Oppose Fonda Appearance Here
The November appearance on
campus of Jane Fonda has
caused more heat Ihan light in
the local press.
~ver since the Bridgeport
Post. with a circulation of over
87,000. printed its rirst':l'r~ inch
front page story on November
11. the paper"s "letters to the
editor" column has been pock
marked by lellers rehashing and
refreshing the public memory of
the event. 1\11 except one letter
have been critical. The
newspaper itself last Saturday
carried its own editorial
denouncing both the appearilnce
and the universitv'S reaction to
outside criticism.'
A second paper the Bridgeport
Sunda,Y Herald, a riAht-wing
paper published weekly by
William Loeb. carried a banner
slory on November 22 headlined
"Radicals Heaping Big College
Fees." It named. among others,
Jane Fonda following a lead line
statin~ that "white and black
extremists and revolutionaries
arc ~eU.ing thousilnd-dollar fees
and more on the college lecture
circuit, But the amount of the
fees and who pays them is top
campus secret."
Most of the letters were
vitriolic as well as critical. ··H.
Carter" asked where the "socalled priests of Fairfield
Univcr.sity rind such patronizing
Americans to speak'!" Clarence
P. Gott of F<lirrield claimt..'(1 that
the 1000 people in the <ludience
who gave her a standing ovation
certainly do not appreci<lte their
Mr.
American citizenship,"
W<lll<lce H<lwley of Bridgeport
noted mild Iv in the Herald that
he W<lS "surprised <lnd ilmazed
that the F<lirfic1d University
<lllowcd Jane Fond<l to lecture
their colle~e.·· But in a second
letter Lo the Post he thought that
the fcc could h<lvC been put to
better usc. considering the high
rate of unemployment and needy
students.
A. Lauro of Stratford st<lrted
with a disclaimer that he (she'! J
believes in God and is, therefore,
not <l Communist but feels that
··the <ltmosphere in most of the
l<lrge universities is definitely
Socialist. if nol proCommunist."
Considerable confusion
seemed to surround the fee and
who p<lid it. The news report on
the d<ly <lfter the <lffair reported
th<lt J<lne and L<lne "were
reportedly paid $2500 for the
speech," but it was not stated
who paid it. The campus
newspaper The Voice identified

al

Edward Carter
Now on Council
Edward S. Carter, director of
marketing services at PitneyBowes, Inc" has been elected to
a three-year term on the
Advisory Council of the Bureau
of Business and Public
Administration at Fairfield
University.
In making the announcement,
bureau director Theodore M,
Balfanti noted that the 16
member council helps plan and
coordinate the programs and
courses offered by the business
bureau.
Mr. Carter, who was named
director of marketing services at
Pitney-Bowes in 1966, has been
with the linn since 1953. He has
formerly served as manager of
sales training at the Stamfordbased corporation.
Born in Herkimer, N.Y., he
received an A,B. from Yale
University and is a candidate for
an M,B.A, at the University of
Connecticut.
A veteran of World War II, he
served as a lieutenant in the U.S,
Navy.
Mr. Carter resides with his
wife and their children in New
Canaan, Conn.

the payer as the Student
Government and the amount as
$2000, (jut this W<lS not picked up
outside. The payment of any fee
was <In <lnnoyance to Mr.
Hawley, Mr. Gott t"Fairfidd
University must be in good
financial condition to pay Jane
Fond<l $2500"1 and L. Laucas
(who thought she turned it over
to the Black Panthers I. James
UaldYJ:a surmised t incorrectly I
lhat her fcc came mainly from
the $2.50 admissions rce, In f<lct
mosl of the <ludicnce was from
the student body who were
<ldmitlcd free on evidence of 10
cards.
Perhaps the strongest critic
was the editori<ll writer oj" the
Post who was not identified. Ill'
wondered sarcastically "if the
~ood people <lcross the land
whose don<ltions for the
construction of the halls being
turned over to the spiders of

Students Begin
Teacher Study
An eight member ad hoc
commitlee has been organized
by the Student Government this
year for the purpose of
performing a faculty evaluation
which they plan to publish just
prior to regislration for Fall '71
courseS this spring.
Under the direction of Robert
Sheridan. the committee is
presently working to find an
acceptable form which they hope
to distribute to the students
shortly after the Christmas
vacation.
Other members include
upperclassmen Steve Dromer
'72, Greg Kielty '72. Dennis
Gallagher '72. and Ed Kennar '73
in addition to freshmen Alice
Hayes, Steve Mednick and Sam
McTyre.
According to Mr, Sheridan.
previous attempts to perform
teacher evaluations have been
stifled due to lengthy forms
which the students never
returned. He suggested that this
year's form would probably be
significantly shorter and broken
into two parts including a list of
objective questions which
students would rate and a space
for brief comments on each
instructor.
"We are looking for people
who can help us process at least
the first part, in the computer
laboratory'"
he said. The
committee will try to synthesize
the comments about each
instructor.
Sheridan stressed the
importance of student
cooperation in this venture. "If
they don't turn itlthe form), the
whole thing will be useless."

hate. distrust and antiAmericanism ever thought their
nC?ble desires would wind up this
way."
A letter from Robert Gilmore.
Communications Uirector of the
University appeared the same
night as the editorial. In it Mr.
Gilmore pointed out that the
University did not sponsor the
event, that the cost of $2000 was
p<lid out of student activity fees.
Ill' defended the righl of students
to choose their own speakers.
I\cross the page the editorial
writer, noting the university's
concern concluded ils piece by
stating th<lt "if there were a
more responsible interpretation
of aC<ldemic freedom-bv
t..'{]ucators and students-college
IIfficials would have a lot less
explaining to do,"
After 7 letters, a headline
story <lnd an editorial in
llridgcport's only daily paper <It
least:\ facts iJre clear:
II Jane Fonda was al Fairfield
lI.
ZI She WilS paid to come.
;!J Most outside writers didn't
like it,
Most members of the Filirfield
University community arc not
readers of the local paper.

FOR SALlE: - Miss Joanne Krenpasky '74 is shown here modeling
a Brooks-Hirsch creation at the University'S first fashion show,

Student Legislature Supporting
Department Bid for Art Major
LARRY HALLORAN
The student Legislature. in a
lengthy meeting held last
Thursday evening, supported the
Fine Art Department in its
request for 'an Arts major at
Fairfield,
The Legislature also invited
Dean Coughlin to appear before
the legislature to explain the
calendar changes that have
occurred.
A request that the faculty elect
its representatives to the tripartite scholarship committee
immediately and several club
appropriation bills also passed
as the representatives
completed a fourteen item
agenda.
Cbairman Speaks
In a ten minute address to the
legislature, Dr. Palko Lukacs,
chairman of the fine arts
department, urged the body to
pass the resolution calling for
the major field of study "to show
the Dean that students are
interested in studying the arts.·,
The resolution passed with
only one dissenting vote, Each
legislator then signed the
document.
Vacation Discussed
Dennis Gallagher, president of

the student government then
spoke about the calendar issue.
He gave figures from the
referendum taken last year
which offered several calendar
allignments, He said Ihat over
1000 students and faculty had
voted to have at least four weeks
vacation after examir.ations, He
then recommended that the
legislature pass the resolution
before them on this issue.
After strong debate the senate
decided to invite Dean Coughlin
to the next meeting of the
legislature to give his reasons
for setting the calendar without
several of the features passed in
the poll of last year. The meeting
will be held at his convenience,
Co'mmittee Held-up
A resolution strongly urging
the faculty to elect delegates to
the new tri-partite scholarship
committee was passed with little
difficulty.
Student
representatives to this
committee were selected before

ThanksgiVing.
George Holder and Tom
Quigley were elected to fill two
vacated seats in the legislature.
Bill Merritt chairman of the
Appropriations Committee, then
recommended that the football
club receive $2,200. $\'OOO to the
Youth Inter-racial Council, and
$1,300 to the Ski Club to defray
the costs of their upcoming trip.
After some debate about the
amount requested by the Ski
Club. all three passed.
Two 6ills concerning
nominations to tri-partite
committees and procedure for
nominations from the floor were
referred to the Government
Operations Committee.
With time running out. a 10:30
adjournment was set, and ",any
representatives leaving early, a
resolution requesting faculty to
announce tests and quizzes
passed, as did a resolution
asking for more time for faculty
to grade final examinations.
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BOXED OR ON HANGERS
SOFT OR STARCHED

TAIW••
10% OFF ALl, CLOTHING TO STUDENTS

The Hangout
A very serious problem is growing on. this campus. It does not

directly involve any member of the university community and yet it
affects every member of the community. The university is becoming
a hangout and sanctuary for the young people of the town of Fairfield.
Every public school holiday and on weekends we see the university
playing babysitter to various groups of town youngsters. Gangs gather
around and in the campus center. The walk south of the campus center
leading to the library seems to be a favorite gathering place.
Members of the university community are forced from the walk by
parked bicycles and squatting kids. When

th~

kids leave, the

obscenities which have filled the air are now scratched into the
concrete. It is known that much of the vandalism in the campus center
can be attributed to these "visitors." Furniture is found slashed,
carved and broken and evidence of drug use is found in the rest rooms
after these youngsters have left. Bicycle riding in the Oak Room and
vandalism of paintings on exhibition are not uncommon.
Other areas of the campus have also become part of the hangout
problem. It is not unusual to see a group of youngsters on a Saturday
afternoon out behind the campus center passing a bottle of wine.
Youngsters have been found scaling communion hosts around the
chapel. Before Gonzaga auditoriurp can be closed for the night,
"vi~itorf'" who were silting in the dark "doing their thing," have to
be a§ked to leave. How much of the theft in our community is internal
and llow much comes from outside?
Nothing is apparently being done to discourage such visitors. The
open door policy of the university administration is encouraging an
even greater influx of such ··visitors." Under what regulations do
these visitors operate? Can they be tried in the student court for
committing an act that would bring one of our students to the student
court? Will they be taken to a civil court? Who is liable if one of these
.'visitors" has a "bad trip" in the Oak Room?
Who is liable for the damage which is done? The students are told
that tuition must be raised in order to help defray the cost of
maintenance and repair. The faculty is told that salary increases are
difficult to give because of increased costs to run the university.
Should members of the university community be asked to pay for the
vandalism committed by these "visitors"?
Ther\
no logical reason why town youngsters should visit the
campus __ley don't attend classes. They don't attend cultural events.
Then what is the attraction? Have they come to regard the campus as
their sanctuary? What have we done or failed to do that supports this
notion?
The situation calls for a review of the university policy on campus
visitors. Every effort shoutd be made to offer access to university
facilities for those with legitimate needs. At the same time every
effort should be made to prevent the university from becoming a
han20ut and sanctuary.

Self-Study
An apparent outgrowth of the report of the Board of Trustees: ad
hoc committee on governance. has been its recommendation that a
study of the resident halls be made. The University Commun~ty must
recognize the intrinsic right of the Board to make such an
investigation. Since the ad hoc committee hearings provided an open
forum for community members to express concern. the Board of
Trustees most assuredly heard matters in more areas than
governance. Thus, the ad hoc committee's suggestion to the entire
Board for the study can be well justified.
However. we urge the Board of Trustees at their meeting this week
to be cautious in their structuring of the group and process by which
the resident halls will be studied.
As announced in the VOICE several weeks ago, prior to the Trustee
discussion of the topic, the Student Services Division initiated a "selfstudy" of the resident halls. This matter. as announced at that time,
was to clarify the concepts and opinions of dorm life held by the
community. We commend this action.
We would suggest to the Board of Trustees that they do not appoint
another ad hoc committee to conduct this investigation. We feel that
such a committee would have no credibility and no beneficial effects.
Those whose opinion is on either side of the question of the functioning
of dorm life would not find credence in such a study. Open hearings
such as those previously conducted on governance could prove
dangerous to dormitory life since non-residents could express second·
hand information as dogmatic fact.
A current example of such misinformation is the $6,000.00 damage
rumor concerning the second corridor of South East Hall; when in
fact, it has been proved that the damage is only $150.00.
We do feel that the entire community could benefit from a "selfstudy" by the resident hall staff. Such a study could provide two
major benefits not found in a study by a non·resident group. First. it
would insure that the responsible people are investigating their own
functioning and secondly. it would give them incentives to correct
their weaknesses if any are found. Thus such a study would act as a
mirror to life in residence.
The Board of Trustees can and should commend the "self-study" of
the dorm life by the -resident hall staff and lend to them all the
assistance they can. If the "self-study" can first. discover the goals of
the residence halls, secondly. evaluate the meeting of these goals, and
thirdly, seek credibility of the study itself from outside experts. we
feel that the Trustees will find no need to establish another ad hoc
committee. We urge the Board to use the resident hall staff "self·
study" to answer the questions established by the ad hoc committee
on governance.
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Romeo Rebuffed

regulations are made by "Fairfieldl
University itself," and not by any small

interest group in the name of the
To the editor:
Mr. John Romeo's column "Voice of an University.
Just recently the chief executive officer
Independent" struck me as being
"independent" of certain historical fact of the Administration, the V.a. William
at Fairfield University. He stated "1 have McInnes expressed his opinion that
been denied the right to attend class due "student have no. right to a.sk for
to the Student Governments regrettable •explanations of administrative decisions"
and anti-intellectual actions year." This to Ken Daly. Secretary of the Student
is false. Further, Mr. Romeo knows it is Legislature. In my opinion that is "antifalSE because he attended classes during intellectual," that is blatant contempt for
last years strike. The official government rational discourse; the tenet that
position appeared in a Communications governance structures need not be
Department bulletin of April 22, 1970. It accountable to their constituent groups is
read as follows "The Student Government a basic principle in totalitarian societies,
will not condone the abrogation of a but it hardly has validity in a cOll1munity
minority's rights. That is in the case of a dedicated in Father Mcinnes' own words
strike, physical obstruction of any person te "truth through learning." Questioning,
attempting to enter a University building the Socratic method, and open dialogue
constitutes both an infringement on his have long been among the most important
individual freedoms, and a violation of tools provided by the learning process.
Student Government law." This message Are they to be denied us here?
The Student Government has argued
was constantly emphasiZed at Student
meetings; I personally requested that constantly for a form of governance that
anyone denied access to any building wculd embrace the "University itself." It
bring it to my attention, none did so. Mr. has been the advocate of Tri-Partitism,
Romeo's charge that the government open meetings, rational discourse. and
acted in an "anti·intellectual" manner is shared decision-making. It has lobbyed
slightly less than amaZing. All student for liberalizing the curriculum, dormitory
meetings during the strike were open regulations. and governance structures.
meetings. Administrators, Faculty Thanks to its efforts. students are now
members, and Students were not merely more "independent" in their ability to
allowed to voice their opinions, but choose lifestyles, and courses. The
encouraged by Government officials to do Government's attempts at introducing
so. Dissenting opinions were in no way students into the University governance
surpressed by the Government. Faculty structure is a further attempt to provide
members spoke out at both mass more "independence" for students. No
meetings and in the Legislature. A longer would the Student Body's day to
Communications Department circular day life depend on regulations formulated
also distributed April 22, 1970 stated "If solely by administrators. or any small
publicity is needed for organization (of intuESt group. It has been the Student
those opposed to the Governments Government that has sought to provide a
po~ition
or in favor of the constructive outlet for those people who
administration), go to the Student think "independently" of current
Government office and papers will be' administration norms while still
mimeographed if you so desire;" another providing vehicles by which the entire
publication of the Government announced community can express their opinions be
the appearance of Faculty members on they pro or con concerning Government
Wvof, who were to be presenting the policies. Has the Administration done the
faculty's opinion of the events. But now same? Has it given an account of itself to
we read that this openess: this attempt to the University Community? Which
provide rational discourse is .. anti- organization has encouraged independent
intellectual," a conclusion that is at best a thought. not resisted it
Mr. Romeo endorses "University
non-sequiter.
Mr. Romeo says he will not allow regulations." But would he endorse the
himseU to be heid responsible for any University, rather than the
regulations nOl imposed upon him by Administration, making those
"Fairfield University itself." Does he regulations? Does he want to depend
consider students part of that University. solely on the decision of a perhaps far
and if so how can he possibly hold himself removed administr.ator to guide his
to any regulations that they have not academic hfe, or would he rather be free,
participated in making. Or by "Fairfield independent, to participate in that
University itself" does he mean the decision? It is indeed strange that Mr.
Administration of Fairfield University Romeo calls on "students 0( this
which is in [act only a small sector of the University to begin thinking for
University? If so. I would argue Mr. yourselves .... " yet decries as "antiRomeo demands the right to be free to I intellectual" the results of that thought.
obey the Administration not the Independence is not a one sided coin; a
University: he wants the freedom to be true independent will reserve the right to
dictated to. but is that freedom? I be free to participate in the decisions
seriously doubt that stands as the which effect him. It is that independence
predominant opiriion on this campus. which the Student Government has sought
Kather, it would seem to me that the tc gain for the Student Body of Fairfield
Student Government, along with many University.
Sincerely,
other individuals and groups. is striving to
Dennis Gallagher
establish a system where-in rules and
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Feminine Voice--------....,

Problems at Julie
The coming of coeds and a lack wall separates the dorm from
of dormitory space on campus, the convent on the first floor, and
forced Fairfield University to a locked door serves the same
seek Julie Hall as a solution to purpose on the second floor. The
its overcrowding problem. The girls have no desire to intrude
University rente.d two floors in upon their hostesses.
the buildmg which is owned by
Boys are already allowed only
the Sisters of Notre Dame de in a basement lounge at Julie.
Namur.
While the girls are glad of this,
At present, Julie is the they still view parietals as a
adjacent-to-campus housing for reasonable request,
thirty-four girls---thirteen
With visiting rights, they can
transfers and twenty-one entertain whomever they wish in
freshmen. While the hall was their own rooms, without
mtcndt.'d to be Cl solution tu Cl disturbing the rest of dorm.
spClce problem, many of Julic's Those who oppose the girls'
mhabltants believe that thcir complaint have stated that the
presence on the novitiate coeds freely agreed to live at
property has served to created Julie and abide by the contract
more problems for the rules,
university.
The girls state otherwise. They
Before being allowed lo move were notified only at the end of
into Julie in Scptember. all thc August that housing was
girls were required to sign a available to them. Julie Hall was
contract stating the terms of the a necessity. a last resort for
agreement between the their living on campus.
university and the community of
Sophomore Cathy Buxton
Notre Dame de Namur, believes that the ~uling
represented by Sister Margaret concerning parietals IS an
Donovan.
attempt to dictate amorality.
While the coeds have no Such an attempt. according to
objection to such terms as no Miss Buxton, is wrong, One's
smok ing in thcir rooms since it IS morality is one·s personal
obviously a safety precaution, obligation.
Joyce Lasini, a transfer,
they do object to the ruling
concerning parietals, There are believes the university was not
no parietals at Julie.
farsighted enough in its
While no reason for this term agreement concerning Julie
is listed in the contract. the girls Hall. Julie. she was told by those
state<l that they were told Julie in authority, was to be a place
for sleeping and studying. Social
Iiall was primaril~' a convent.
They see such a statement as life was to be on campus.
inconsistent with another term
Joyce and the other girls
in the contract. That term states believe otherwise. Julie. as their
that there is lo be a mutual dorm, is their home away from
exclusiveness between the home--a place to live in, not just
sisters and the coeds. Neither a place for sleep and study.
Fairfield University plans to
group is to infringe upon the
other's rights. The girls do not rent three noors of Julie Hall for
believe that their having the next school year, One hopes
parietals will infringe upon the that the university can come to a
religious living next door to more reasonable-agreement for
the coeds by that time.
them.
At present. a recently built
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Fairfield and Its Discontents
One need not build a prison to
make oneself a prisoner.
Looking over the chip on my
shoulder to see if I was still
being
tailed
by
the
administration, I slipped into the
Campus Center under the cover
of semi-darkness and incognito
for a high·level meeting with
Ego, Id, and Superego to discuss
internal security and the
progress of the Stag Rebellion.
I had become in four short
weeks a captive of my
unskillrully devised revolution.

Superego opened the confab,
"Fairfield is a horror show. and
we're its main freaks." There
was disenchantment in my nonbiodegradable cranium. within
which the harsh black and white
realities of the outside world
were turned to gray.
Nuggets of Nonsense
Ego interjected his nugget of
nonsense into the discourse, "If
the administration would only
stop telling the truth about us
then maybe we would not have to
tell lies about them. What do you
think, Id?"
The visceral Id regurgitated
his sensibilities, sandwiched a
hiccup between t.....o belches.
and offered his morsel of
m~aning to the talk. "Let me say
thIS about the Revulsion.,." It
was too late to swallow this final
utterance. Id had finally
divulged his true sentiments
about the Stag Rebellion. The
revolj.ltion had never set well in
Id's receptacle of thought, his
bloated gut.
Now

like a bad case of
from eating too many
pieces of cardboard pizza in the
caf, dissension spread in
h~artburn

brushfire fashion to every
participant of the internal
security meeting.
Coalessioa Follows
In a rare moment of selfrealization, I lamented, "Up
until now my revolution has been
a failure not so much because-of
what I have written but because
of how I have been read. To sin
with the pen is the greatest sin of
alL I have sinned with the pen.
May I be forgiven?" I dropped to
my knees for this final query in
true remorse for the sins of my
pen, Tears began to trickle down
the crevices of my pock-marked
face.
Maybe I should trade my Little
heralded Stag Rebellion in for
the more acceptable Dodge
Rebellion?
As my regrets began to
become volumous and the guilt
of irreverent past transgressions
started to mount my psyche, I
looked up at the clock in the
Campus Center. It read 2:36. "0,
no!" I gasped, I had missed
lunch and my sixth period class,
Id Chokes

I had startled Id who almost
c~oked ~n the previous night's
stili undigested dinner. Id then
realized the source of my panic
an~ began to laugh, He scoffed,
"Tune doesn't exist in the
Campus Center. It hasn't fOI
over a month.··
With this final debasement, I
bundled up to go' out into the
fourth day of rain. I would leave
Id, Ego, and Superego suspended
in the Center. I would search
alone upon the desert of
Fairfield for a new cause. I
toyed with the idea of going on a
retreat.

Page Five

The University as a Catholic Institution
By ROBERT BYRN

variance with the fi-eedom of the
Those who would abolish this
Any organized structure educational system. Of itself it University's traditional
ranging from the small club to a entails no obligations for those commitment to Catholicism
powerful legislative body is who oppose it, nor does it would not only be guilty of a
founded upon certain ideals, restrict their words and actions. disregard for one of its prime
toward Which the energies of its It yields to criticism, welcomes reasons for existence, but would
members are directed. For when suggestions, may be rejected or also be stifling an active force,
there are no such ends, the ignored. Catholicism within the which as it grows can contribute
organiution soon degenerates realm of an academic institution much to the entire community.
into
stagnation
and can be dynamic and always Moreover, to deny that
meaninglessness, Universities, evolving, though it requires time Catholicism has a place on this
for example, established as to stabilize its growth processes. campus would be to seriously
academic institutions with a Its sole demand is to be beard threaten the freedom of those
commitment to leaming, share and made available for those who came to Fairfield because
the common task of education. ,lfho accept it.
of its religious commitment.
When this characteristic is
denied or neglected the
university ceases to exist for the
purpose for which it was fonned
and no longer retains its
academic nature.
As a religious-oriented
institution Fairfield went a step
further and sought to adapt this
commitment to educate within
A fIl."l:.1
a religious framework.
Consequently, the school was
founded upon the premise that
religion, and specifically
Catholicism, should be
incorporated as an integral part
of the educational process; that
there should be a double
commitment to education and to
"SCROOGE"
the Catholic reli~on.
"t,I(HUI..ISICA<.
Only until recently were these
ideals so interrelated that they
tended to overlap to an extreme
degree, Dogmatic theology
courses became a required
segment of the currie ulum,
while regular attendance at
spiritual exercises was
demanded. The practice of
religion and the pursuit of an
education had not yet emerged
as two separate entities.
Within the past few years,
however, as the school has
continued on a course of natural
evolution,
these. two
commitments have begun to
draw apart. Spiritual activities
are no longer obligalory:
theology has given way to
religious studies; the number of
non-eatholics or of those who no
longer accept the Catholic faith
has increased tremendously. But
this dissociation of religious
activity from the strict
educational process in no way
represents a lessening of this
University'S initial commitment
to Catholicism; on the contrary,
it signifies a development. a
maturation of both this school's
educational and religious ways
of life.
Now there are those who,
either out of ignorance of the
Confidence to win tnat girl.
present situation or a lack of
finance a college education, do
understanding of what a
graduate work, change jobs. get
commitment to Catholicism
married, travel, buy a home.
entails. would destroy this
evolutionary process by
start a bL,lsiness of your own. and,
completely severing Fairfield's
eventually, to retire.
traditional religious roots from
the modem campus. They
mistakenly suppose that a
3 OffiCES IN FAIRFIELD
religious commitment must
necessarily restrict the
BLACK ROCK TPKE 33lHl1l3
freedoms, upon which academic
1940 Black Rock Tpk., Fairfield
institutions so pride themselves,
Such a view may indeed have
Open Monday-Thursday, 9-3
been valid five or ten years ago,
Friday, 9-8
when Fairfield's conception of
'Atholicism and its relation to
FAIRFIELD 259-5241
education were not so nearly
developed as they are today. For
Fairfield Shopping Center
there can be no question that
Open Monday-Thursday, 9-3
individual freedom was to an
Friday, 9-8
extent sacrificed as a necessary
step on the evolutionary road to
development. But as we look
SOUTHPORT 259-8388
back with our sense of
226 Main SI.
perspective over the advances
Open
Monday-friday,
9-3
which have taken place, it
becomes more and more evident
that the relationship between
religion and education has
undergnne
a
marked
transformation.
A university's commitment to
Catholicism, fully matured and
developed, cannot POSSiblv be at
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Play Review

Dialogue with the Moon and the Sun
The Fantastiks
By tbe Rev. Jobn P, McIntyre,

evaluated in terms of their
realistic detail. The set.
costumes, and
make-up
r~produce with great ridelity the
historical or physical accuracy
of a specific locale or period. So
verisimilitude becomes a major
norm in judging not only theatre
but also other art forms like the
novel and painting. This
prejudice in favor of ..the slice of
life" strikes me as being at once
vulgar and naive. It derives, I
suspect. from the cinem<l where
the camera records mercilessly
and automatically every blot and
blemish of' our fallibility.
Consequenlly much modern art
simply extends the grotesque
quality inherent in our daily life,
Instead of transporting us from
lhe boredom of our routine. it
fixes us in monotony.
It is not surprising then that
we find so much modern writing
dull. stale, and pretentious. The
penchant for visceral realism
bilstardizes art and destroys its
essential character. Instead of
repeating or reminding us of the
prosaic habits thal attend most
of our work. art challenges the
ortJinary by presenting a foil. a
norm. another context that
might clarify or JUSlify our
continual preoccupation with the
bits and pieces that make up our
daily life.
This is why Wallace Stevens
tells us that poelry like the other
arts helps uS"to live our lives"
by redressing a poverty of
imagination.
And The
"'antasticks does this, not by
accumulating a number or props
and realistic scenes, but by,
charming us with lovely
language and melodic gesture. In
short, it has the power of.
transport by reminding us of
Martin Uuber's dictum. "We
imagine the real,"
I{ecllgnizing the fact lhal the
cast and staff had only three and
a half weeks to mount this
production, we applaud their
vi~or and congratulate them on
their achievement.
The principals. Janet Smith
and Chris Scanlan, affect us with
their beauty of tune, pace. and
expression. They sing well. they
dance well. they act well. And
Miss Smith plays Louisa with a
dexterous charm. surpassed only
by her lovely vuice, which I
found thrilling particularly in the
e1arity and precision of her
descant.
I::ach of the supporting
characters. moreover, reveals a
conceptual completeness that
makes the p-roduction buth
intricate vet whole: it coheres
beautifully.
It would be captious then to
comment on untrained voices
and some awkward blocking: the
cast easily compensates for
these peccadillos, and the play
en~a~es the audience with its fun
and hi·jinks. Indeed much of its
Illa/{ic derives from its sense of
the amateur.
Uy this I do not mean that the
performance is at all

!U.

"So don't forget/That the rape
you get! Depends on what you
pay." El Gallo sings this for our
benefit. and the play's two
fathers quickly join in-,
The Fantasticks, currently
playing at the campus
Playhouse. turns on this trio. But
the rape they have in mind has
nothin/{ to do with sex. Rather
the:play is concerned with the
abduction of dream and desire,
love's spoil.
Two youngslers fall in love:
and either their love ..... ill grow,
or it will corrupt them. If growth
be a principle of life, then The
Fantasticks dramatizes the
process of ripening.
One analogue- to human
development found in the play is
the vegetable. the radish and
kumquat. As the vegetable
fathers (James Lovelelt and
Doug Roffman) remind us,
"Plant a radish, get a radish,"
But people differ from radishes.
and "'the fantasticks" examine
the difference. It has to do with
suffering and with hurt. so that
apathy i which means an
unWillingness to suffer!
enervates and destroys love's
vitality.
What do apathy and radishes
have in common"! Very simple:
apathy denies the dream, and
radishes cannot dream. Only
humans dream. and this has
something to do with the quality
uf human love as it matures
from September to December.
The Fantasticks explores the
ran/{e of fantasy as it shapes
perception and expectations. So
the girl next dour becomes a
princess living in her castle, and
the boyfriend sees himself as a
roman"tic hero. These illusiuns
may generate love, especially in
Lhe moun's half-light. but can
they sustain love'!
Ii we all net.>d Lo live by uur
(It:cams, when tloes iilusion
become delusion'.' 1>0 dreams
grown like Rardens? How much
sunli~lit
dcslroys both the
~arden and the dream'! These
Iluestions
tax
modern
Illaywrights likt' Tennessee
Williams. Edward Albee. and
Lorraine lIansberry, And this
theme may well provide a clue to
The l"antasticks' permanent
success, fur as it enters upon its
s(.'Cond decade Ilf cuntinuous
performance in New York. it is
more than just a moment
musicale in rhyme. Its magic
lies perhaps in its power to
sURgest a borderline between
innocence and ignorance
\ "There must al.....ays be a
wall"), while reconciling the
demands of the world with those
of the visionary.
As the play moves from
September to Uecember. we can
sec and feci and hear these
antithetical claims. Since the
.....orld and the imagination define
the context for our mixed life,
we cannot denv either its
leRilimacy. Insteud .....e have to
put them together in what
Hichard Wilbur calls "their
difficult balance."
The
Fantasticks appropriately rests
in paradox.
Too often we hear plays
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amateurish. it is much too adroit
for that. But the word amateur
(.'Omes from the Latin verb
amare which means ··to love,"'
and these people make us feel
not only their love of the stage
but equally their love of life--a
not
inconsiderable
accomplishment. We are
grateful then to ··the
fantasticks" because they help
us face "lhe punctual rape of
every blessed day. ,.
In illl fairness to the
1>I<lyhouse's Uirector and its
starr I want to note that with the
exceplion of Miss Smith the cast
comes from the University,
It seems also appropriate to
remark lhat Tom Zingarelli. no
newcomer to our slage. is now
one of uur graduilte students, and
he turns out a wonderfully
malure performance as Henry.
who can either del ight or terrify,
Uul I would like to single out
both the pianist and the hilrpist,
Miss Lisa Hemmendinger and
Miss Linda Plunketl. Their
musical proficiency not only
adds depth to the play. but it
conlrols the plily"S pace or
tempo. It seems regrettable that

THESPIANS Miteehl Syp, Thomas Zingarelli and Robert Unkel
strike a pose during a recent rehearsal of the 'Fantasliks' which is
currently playing at the University.
the audience. quite' enthUSiastic survival.' for it enables us to
ilnd receptive to the players. did transfurm our emotions into
not have an opportunity to human sensibility. The
applaud these remarkable Fantasticks helps us to do this
musicians.
and ensures that expansion of
I would like to ask them though
consciousness that makes each
why the important and popular of us "die a little in order to
song, "Try to Remember." had grow a little:'
to be taken so quickly. thereby
The play put me in mind of
losing much of its nostalgia and
Richard Wilbur's extraordin<lry
pillhos,
poem, "Love Calls Us to the
Sentiment should not be Things Ilf This World," and I
t'onfused with sentimentality. have tried to suggest as much
bul the play's brisk direction and throughout this review. That.
economy preclude the maudlin perhaps more than anything else
and sentimental. In many ways I can say, will disclose this
we require sentiment for quality,

Music Review

Whales and Nightingales
By Pat Long

Grace," whose space could have
better been taken up by a Cohen
or Mitchell song and "Marieke"
which if used at all should have
been sung in its English
translation.

Judy Collin's latest album,
Whales and Nightingales, is her
first release in almost two years.
When an artist lets so much time
lag between albums, a great deal
of anticipation builds up and it is
Also, many of the shorter
,very difficult for the new release son&s like "Prothalium,"
to live up to what is expected of "Gene's Song" and "Simple
it. This syndrome, which has Gifts" seem to be merely
affected other performers like unimpressive fillers. In addition.
Dylan and Simon and Garfunkel, I seriously question the validity
can now count Miss Collins as of Nightingale II, a totally
one of its victims. Whales and symphonic instrumental. This
Nightingales is a spotty album, song takes up over five minutes
featuring
some brilliant on an album which I hoped would
performances, but also some . feature Judy's beautiful,
subpar efforts.
distinctive voice - I'm really not
This is not to say that this that interested in hearing Joshua
album is a bad album, in fact if it Rifkin conduct an orchestra,
were by a new artist I would
Fine Performances
consider it very good. However,
this album does not live up to the
On the positive side, this
promise shown on Wbo Knows album contains some of Judy's
Where The Time Goes? and it is finest performances. Almost the
not as good as we have come to whole first side is outstanding,
expect from Judy Collins.
"Oavid's Song" is done
beautifully and Judy brings new
Song Selection
meaning to the Joan Baez song.
I feel that the main problem
In Joan's version the songs
with lhis album is in the seems to be a private song to her
selection of songs - they are husband, but in Judy's
simply not of the usual uniform
interpretation the lyrics become
high quality which Judy picks.
more universal and can apply to
There are no Joni Mitchell any two lovers who are apart.
songs, no Leonard Cohen songs
and even no Sandy Denny songs.
Also, the music on this album
marks a return to the type found
on Wildflowers, rather than a
continuation of Who Knows
Where The Time Goes? I believe
that the harder, almost folk-rock
sound of her /previous album is
more suited to Judy's voice than
the symphonic-type music found
on Wildflowers and on much of
Whales and Nlgbtingales.

"Patriot Game" is as revalent
in America today as it was for
Ireland years ago when Dominic
Behan wrote thesong. "Farewell
to Tarwathie" is the most
stunning song on the album with
Judy singing backed only by the
sounds of Humpback Whales.
It is on the second side of the
album. however, where the
album starts to bog down.
Surprisingly enough, Judy's own
song begins the downfall. Her
original works had been among
the highlights of her last two
albums, but "Nightingale" is
simply just a re-hash of
"Albatross" from Wildflowers.
An exception to the general
lackluster quality of the second
side of the album is Judy's
interpretation of Dylan's "Time
Passes Slowly." Judy takes this
song and gives it new meaning
and life and makes it into the
best song on the album,
All in all though, I would still
recommend buying this album
because, despite all its faults, it
is still enjoyable to listen to. I
just hope that next time around
that Judy is more meticulous in
her selections of songs and
doesn"t take such a long time in
releasing her next album,

Take The Lead

Among the songs which I find
fault with are "Amazing
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AAUP Calls for Professors
to Defend Their Freedoms
FairiIeld Voice AAUP Stresses
Faculty Responsibility av
The American Association
of University Professors today
emphasized that "the faculty's
responsibility to defend its
freedom cannot be separated
from its responsibility to uphold
those freedoms by its own
actions." [n a statement on
"Freedom and Responsibility"
developed against the
background of. campus tension
and unrest. the elected COuncil
of
the
gO,OOO-member
organization of professors oHers
the active cooperation of the
AAUP in seeking adherence to
basic norms of professional
responsibility and academic
freedom.
The statement. approved
unanimously byl the AAUP
Council, declares
that
"Membership in the academic
community imposes ... an
obligation to respect the dignity
of others, to acknowledge their
right to express differing
opinions, and to foster and
defend intellectual honesty,
freedom of inquiry and
instruction, and free expression
on and off the campus." As a
result, "The expression of
dissent...may not be carried out
in ways which injure individuals
or damage institulional facilities
or disrupt the classes of one's·
teachers or colleagues."
The AAUP statement calls on

college and university faculties
to "join" with other members of
the academic community in the
development of procedures to be
used in the event of serious
disruption," and to ensure
faculty "~5ultation in major
decisions, particularly those
related to the calling of external
security forces to the campus."
It encourages each college and
university faculty "to assume a
more positive role as guardian of
academic values against
unjustified assaults from its 0'A't1
members." To this end, the
AAUP statement suggests that
faculties give systematic
attention to the\deveIopment of
"a more versatile body of
academic sanctions," including
warnings and reprimands, in
addition to the ultimate sanction
of dismissal.
In all sanctioning efforts. the
statement concludes, "it is vital
that proceedings be conducted
with fairness to the individual,
that faculty judgments play a
crucial role and that adverse
judgments be founded on
demonstrated violations of
appropriate norms."
The AAUP, which is
headquartered in Washington.
D.C. has for fifty-five years been
the leader in setting standards of
academic freedom and
responsibility for the teaching
Drofession.
A local chapter of AAUP exlsls

at Fairfield University. Its
president is Professor Leo
O'Connor of the English
Department.
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"TWO OF FORTY -

Freshman Phil Rogers goes up and over two
Be defenders en route to his second forty point effort.

Frosh Star Leads Mates
in Recent Yearling Wins

Phil Rogers and his freshmen
teammates continued to give
Stag hoop fans plenty to hope for
in the near future by chalking up
impressiv2 .....ins over Southern
Connecticut. 103·70. and Boston
College. a hard foughl83-77 .....in.
Saturday flight at 8:00 p.m. at
lhe UniverSity gym. Coach Bud
Knitters squad ...... 11 tangle .....ith
Dean Junior College who had a 13 record going into this week's
action. The Demons. 17-6 last
year. are led by freshman Artie
Johnson. 6'3. who is averaging 20
points per game.
Two f(I pt. DigblS
Rogers. who gave the varsity
team fits a monlh ago at Meet
the Stags Night. has combined an
accurate soil touch from the
outside. great mobility for a 6·6
man and a sure eye from lhe foul
line m rackmg up his impressive
totals of two 40 point
performances.

If Rogers continues at lhis
torrid pace. the freshman
mdividual game scorinjol record
of 49 points. sel by Prank
.\lagaleua in 1966. wouldn·t seem
far out of reach.
Coach Knittel has. however.
been gelling balanced support
from his club. Guards John Ryan
and Bob Bogad form a solid back
COOr! duo and big man Dave
Bradley and Paul Wells were
instrumental in the Stags first
two wins.
Comeback WiD
Against Boston College. who
reportedly has their most
talented frosh team in years.
Fairfield had to battle back from
a 44-34 halftime deficit to win.
The offensive power in the
second stanza was provided by
Rogers and Bogad. Supporting
Rogers in the final scoring totals
were Bogad .....ith 13 points.
Bradley with II and Wells wilh 8.

BUFFALO

LOOIUNG DOWNFIELD - Champion Campion-3's Steve Lennox
fades back to pass in last week's 6-2 title victory over Fairfield
Beach. Lennox earned the MVP award for the game.
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Barakatmen Tackle Hawks
•
ill Palestra Twinbill Sat.
By Bob BIIlr
Fairfield's basketball team
invades the Palestra in
Philadelphia Saturday night at
9:00 to take on powerful Sl.
Joseph's College. undefeated
throull:h their first three games.
The Stags-llawks battle will be
preceded by a ~ame between
LaSalle and Marshall University
beginning at 7:00,
After Saturday <.:each Fred
Bar<tkars men will take a l6--da,'
rest before resuming action in
their L>e<:ember 28th showdown
With the University of
M<tss'l(:husetts in the !lall of

Fame
Tournament
in
Sprinll:ficld.
Hlwk. Wla Big
St. Joseph's shapes up as a
very tough opponent for the
Slags. In e<trly season action the
Hawks knocked oU their first
three opponentS-Albright
Collell:e, Manhattan. and
Georgetown, Uoth Manh<tllan
and Georgeto.....n were highly
touted clubs with man" of thei'r
key personnel back from their
N.I.T. teams of a .\'ear all:0,
t\ young club. Coach Jack
McKinney's team has SIX
returning lettermen from last

------------.
Dec. 1 VS_ sese
Fairfield.s! SC",S

STUFFED - The Stags' Gary Bowen (32) comes up with the big
fourth Quarter playas he blocks the shot of an unidentified Be
player.
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By Debbie Mongillo
The Fairfield University
Hockey Club re~ained its first
place position in the
Metropolitan
Intercollegiate
Hockey League with a 6-2-1
record as a result of a 6-0 victory
over ManhaUen College Friday
evening.
Last week, Coach John
McCarthy's Slags suffered its
first blanking as the University
of Bridgeport defeated Fairfield
by a score of 3-0, Th~ Stags
certainly felt the pains of the
Thanksgivmg break as they were
unable to be on the ice for two
weeks. Bridgeport had a league
game the previous night.
Quick Stlrl VI. JISpers
In the game against
Manhatten. the Stags skated well
and tallied four points in the first
period. Ted Sybertz led off the
scoring at 4:40 into the first
period assisted by Jim Monahan
and Jean Guy La Flamme. Jim
Bolger, playing on the second
line in the place of the injured
Marty Vierling, tallied the
second Fairfield goal at 6:31.
assisted by Chuck Frissora and
Ted Stefan. Monahan followed
shortly at 7:4:1 with help from
Sybertz and Jerry Michaud.
Stefan. placed a resounding
slapshot into the cage from
fifteen feet out on a pass by
Frissora right off the face-off,
This brought the score to 4-0 at
the end of the first period.
At 14:46 into the second period.
Michaud.
a defenseman,
smashed a slapshot from lhe
blue line inlO th(' Il:oat on an
assist by Ken McNulty.

F.U.
Kelly
Groom
Frazer
Duffy
Brown
Bowen
O'Donnell

Campion 3 Downs Beach;
Gains Intramural Crown
Last Thursday's intramural
championship game was won by
an inspired campion 3 eleven as
they tripped up defending champ
Fairfield
Beach,
6-2.
Quarterback Steve Lennox who
got the game's MVP award stage
a second half C-3 drive to
overcome a 2-0 halftime
advantage for the Beach.
Campion 3's scoring drive
culminated in a Lennox aerial to
Ken
Kalva
The defensive
efforts of John Hurley, lineman
of the game, staved off any
effective Beach rally. Hurley ted
Lhc dOflm'rs pass rush and
blocked three Rich Bailey
passes.

PIZZA MADE TO
ORDER IN
SNACK BAR

STOP THE SANDWICH MAN!

t\ (:unsplcuous weakness has
been the Stall:s' ina<.'Curacv from
the foul hn<.', hittmg on (mlv 62
percent of their free throws.
t\~amst HC the Uarakat-men
were 1!l f tlr :tt
St, Joe's Leads Series
Saturdav's contest vs. St. Joe's
marks the Sixth meeting
between the two schools. The
lIawks hold a 4·2 advantage:
winninll: last year's game 77·ti9 at
Fairfield. The last Stag win
against Sl. Joe's was in 19ti8.
lheir last trip to the Palestra.
when the.v came tlut on top 01" a
784)9 score with Wa~'nc Gibbons.
now assistant fr('shmen coach.
leadinl( the way with 22 points.

Tickets are now on sale at
the athletic orfiee for the
varsity basketball game vs.
St. Joseph's College at the
Palestra on Saturday ni$!.ht at
!l o·clock. The Stags-Hawks
game will be the second part
of a doubleheader with
laSalle meeting Marshall
University in the first
contest. Tickets are priced at
SU5 with a student 1.0.
Hall of Fame Tournament
tickets will also be on sale at
the athletic office. Tournev
ducats will be sold on an
Individual ~ame basis. The
student price for the first
contest is S1.5O.

•

CRAMMING?

Fairfteld Ueach's two-points
Lennox was caught in his own
end zone for the safety. Lennox
was swarmed under in a mass
tackling effort led by Paul
"Buddha" FlanniJilan.

Playof( Wins
The two title teams earned the
right to battle it out in the
championship contest with
playoff victories over Southeast
Dorm and Northwest 3.
Rich Bailey hit Bill Barrette
with a six point pass to lead the
Beach to a 6-0 win over Southeast
dorm,
Campion 3 demonstrated a
higher scoring offense with a 2().O
win over Northwest 3 in the
semifinal round, Campion 3
aired a sturdy goal line defense
as they lhwarled NW-3 attemplS
on the goalline eight times in the
first half.
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came in the first half when

* * * * • * * * •• ** •••• *
SANDWICHES SOLD IN

Bowen and Tim Harnes-to pull
off the win vs, St. Joc's which
would definitely be a feather in
the first year (,'oach's cap,
Throogh the Stags first two
~ames, their 82-65 ..... in over
Southern Connecticut and lhe
heartbre<tking 59-56 loss to
Uoston College, sophomore
Grorge Groom hit for a 17 point
averall:e to lead the teCim in that
department. Hrown, .....ho after a
23 pomt effort vs. Sl'SC was
Iimitc.'« to 4 by OC. is se<:ond .....ith
a 13.5 average .....ith veterans
to'razer and Kelly foUollo'jng with
12 point averages.
Stro_& Off Boards
Fairrield has shown strength
In the rebounding depa.rtment bv
beating both the Owls and
to:agles off the boards. Frazer
came thmuJ!h with great board
cHurts by I(rabbing 14 m each
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